Application of simulated annealing for estimating BAEPs in endocochlear pathologies.
In this paper, we propose a new approach aimed at handling the temporal Brainstem Auditory Evoked Potentials (BAEPs) non-stationarity. It is pointed out that for some endocochlear pathologies, BAEPs could be randomly delayed from one response to another. This non-stationarity leads to smoothed BAEPs when applying ensemble averaging or any other technique based on BAEPs stationarity. In that case, waves identification is very difficult, sometimes impossible. The problem consists in estimating time delays. Knowing the distribution of delays allows subsequent study of the dynamic of the cochlea and, perhaps, identification of the nature of its pathology. The approach suggested in this paper is based on Simulated Annealing, used to minimize a non-linear criterion involving delays. This technique is advantageously compared to the non-corrected ensemble averaging method, using a set of simulated data based on a realistic model. As an illustration, results based on real signals recorded from two patients are presented and discussed at the end of the paper.